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Summary
CREB-binding protein (CBP, encoded by CREBBP) and its paralog E1A-associated protein (p300, encoded by EP300) are involved in his-

tone acetylation and transcriptional regulation. Variants that produce a null allele or disrupt the catalytic domain of either protein cause

Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (RSTS), while pathogenic missense and in-frame indel variants in parts of exons 30 and 31 cause phenotypes

recently described as Menke-Hennekam syndrome (MKHK). To distinguish MKHK subtypes and define their characteristics, molecular

and extended clinical data on 82 individuals (54 unpublished) with variants affecting CBP (n ¼ 71) or p300 (n ¼ 11) (NP_004371.2 res-

idues 1,705–1,875 and NP_001420.2 residues 1,668–1,833, respectively) were summarized. Additionally, genome-wide DNA methyl-

ation profiles were assessed in DNA extracted from whole peripheral blood from 54 individuals. Most variants clustered closely around

the zinc-binding residues of two zinc-finger domains (ZZ and TAZ2) and within the first a helix of the fourth intrinsically disordered

linker (ID4) of CBP/p300. Domain-specific methylation profiles were discerned for the ZZ domain in CBP/p300 (found in nine out of

10 tested individuals) and TAZ2 domain in CBP (in 14 out of 20), while a domain-specific diagnostic episignature was refined for the

ID4 domain in CBP/p300 (in 21 out of 21). Phenotypes including intellectual disability of varying degree and distinct physical features

were defined for each of the regions. These findings demonstrate existence of at least three MKHK subtypes, which are domain specific

(MKHK-ZZ, MKHK-TAZ2, and MKHK-ID4) rather than gene specific (CREBBP/EP300). DNA methylation episignatures enable stratifica-

tion of molecular pathophysiologic entities within a gene or across a family of paralogous genes.
Introduction

CREB-binding protein (CBP, encoded by CREBBP; OMIM:

600140) and its paralog E1A-associated protein (p300, en-

coded by EP300; OMIM: 602700) are histone acetyltrans-

ferases and important cofactors for transcription.1,2 Vari-

ants that produce a null allele or impair their catalytic

function cause Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (RSTS; OMIM:
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180849 and: 613684),1–3 a well-known entity character-

ized by a characteristic face, broad thumbs, broad big

toes, short stature, and intellectual disability.4 In 2016,

we reported 11 individuals with a variant in parts of exons

30 and 31 located within the C-terminal region of CREBBP

who did not resemble the classic RSTS phenotype.5 In

2018, we reported an additional 11 individuals with vari-

ants in this region of CREBBP, as well as two individuals
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with variants in the homologous region of EP300, who did

not show the characteristics typical for RSTS.6

Subsequently, individuals carrying these variants were

established as having an entity distinct from RSTS, recently

described as Menke-Hennekam syndrome (MKHK1 and

MKHK2; OMIM: 618332 and 618333, for variants in

CREBBP and EP300, respectively).7

TheMKHK region of CBP/p300 spans two zinc-finger do-

mains (ZZ8 and TAZ29) and the first a helix of the fourth

intrinsically disordered linker (ID4).6,10,11 Although

OMIM categorized MKHK into type 1 (OMIM: 618332)

and 2 (OMIM: 618333) for variants in CREBBP and

EP300, respectively, we6,7,12 and others13,14 hypothesized

that MKHKmay in fact consist of multiple domain-specific

rather than gene-specific subtypes. We previously showed

that individuals with variants in ID4 of CBP/p300 seemed

to have a specific phenotype,6 which was subsequently

substantiated by us with the discovery of a genome-wide

DNA methylation pattern (‘‘episignature’’) in these indi-

viduals.11 Genome-wide DNA methylation episignatures

provide a sensitive and specific biomarker for an increasing

number of Mendelian disorders.11

In this study, we report molecular, clinical, and morpho-

logical data from a large number of individuals with

MKHK, and we describe two novel MKHK methylation

profiles and a refined MKHK-ID4 episignature, enabling

us to more accurately define and delineate each of the

MKHK subtypes.

Subjects, material, and methods

Phenotype and genotype

Individuals were eligible for inclusion if they had a CBP/

p300 (NP_004371.2 and NP_001420.2, respectively)

variant within the area known to cause MKHK, consisting

of the ZZ and TAZ2 domains, the first a helix of ID4, and

the two areas between them. The boundaries of the

ZZ (CBP, residues 1,705–1,745; p300, residues 1,668–

1,708) and TAZ2 (CBP, 1,772–1,840; p300, 1,735–1,803)

domains were defined by the 2022/06 NCBI consensus

(CDD: 239077 and CDD: 426615), and the region of the

first a helix of ID4 was defined according to Piai et al.10

(CBP, residues 1,852–1,875, the homologous residues in

p300 being 1,810–1,833). All individuals received a study

number based on the affected gene (C or E representing

CREBBP and EP300) and domain (Z, T, I, ZT, and TI repre-

senting ZZ, TAZ2, ID4, the region between ZZ and TAZ2,

and the region between TAZ2 and ID4, respectively) and

a unique number. The cohort consisted of (1) previously re-

ported individuals,5–7,12 (2) individuals who had been

referred to us after the previous publications, and (3) indi-

viduals who were ascertained through ClinVar15 or Deci-

pher.16 Clinical and genetic data were gathered using a

standardized patient report form, which was completed

by the local clinical geneticist/physician. Facial and distal

limb morphology were scored by one expert (L.A.M.).

Study procedures were approved by the medical

ethics committee of Amsterdam UMC (NL65113.018.18;
2 Human Genetics and Genomics Advances 5, 100287, July 18, 2024
2018_109#B2018478a) and the Western University

Research Ethics Board (REB 106302). Written informed

consent for publication of data, clinical pictures, and/or

the use of DNA for the DNA methylation analysis was ob-

tained from parents/legal guardians of all individuals.

Population allele frequency data from the gnomAD proj-

ect (v2.1.1),17 evolutionary conservation score PhyloP

(100-way vertebrate alignment),18 and pre-computed in sil-

ico variant effect predictor scores were annotated with

BCFtools annotate (v1.12).19 In silico variant effect predic-

tors were chosen based on frequent citation in previous

literature (SIFT20 and PolyPhen2-HVAR21 and CADD22)23

or performance in ensemble predictor comparison studies

(REVEL24 and MPC25).26,27

Three-dimensional protein structures of CBP and p300

(including hydrogen bonds and zinc ions) were predicted

using AlphaFold and AlphaFill (https://alphafill.eu/v1/

aff/Q92793 and https://alphafill.eu/v1/aff/Q09472). In

PyMOL, the HAT, ZZ, and TAZ2 domains were colored ac-

cording to the NCBI consensuses, and the first a helix of

ID4 according to Piai et al.,10 based on the previously

mentioned regional boundaries. All variant residues in

this cohort (except for deletions and duplications) were

then highlighted on the structure, along with predicted

hydrogen bonds between the ID4 helix and HAT domain.

The interpretation of sequence variants was done ac-

cording to The American College of Medical Genetics

and Genomics (ACMG) criteria.28
DNA methylation analysis

DNA derived from peripheral blood samples of individuals

were processed using Illumina Infinium EPIC bead chip ar-

rays (San Diego, CA), covering over 860,000 human

genome CpG sites as described previously.29 In summary,

using R version 4.0.5 and minfi package version 1.40.0,

methylated and unmethylated signal intensities were

normalized with background correction.30 Arrays with

failed probe rates above 5% were excluded from the

analysis. Probes were removed if known to contain sin-

gle-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at or near CpG inter-

rogation or single-nucleotide extension sites, located on X

and Y chromosomes, known to cross-react with chromo-

somal locations other than their target regions, or having

a detection p value >0.01. Rounds of principal-component

analysis (PCA) were performed and outliers (samples with

either their first or second PCA components not within

three standard deviations of the corresponding compo-

nent) were removed on each round, until no further

outliers were detected in the first two components of

the PCA.
Selection of matched controls

Control samples matched by age, sex, and array type were

selected from the EpiSign Knowledge Database (EKD).11

Based on sample sizes of the groups of individuals with var-

iants in the ZZ and TAZ2 domains, and ID4 region, the
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number of control samples selected were 54, 60, and 63,

respectively.

Methylation profiling for the three MKHK protein

regions (ZZ, TAZ2, ID4)

For each probe, the methylation level (b value), was calcu-

lated as themethylated signal intensity divided by the sum

of methylated and unmethylated signal intensities. These

values were then converted intoM values using logit trans-

formation to obtain homoscedasticity for linear modeling.

To assess episignatures for the three protein regions/do-

mains, the following process was performed separately

for each pair of case samples and matched controls corre-

sponding to each region/domain. Using linear modeling

performed by limma package version 3.50.0, meanmethyl-

ation difference and p values between the case samples and

matched control samples were calculated for each probe.

Blood cell proportions were estimated by the Houseman

method31 and were added to the model matrix as con-

founding features. The selection of probes was performed

in a three-step procedure. First, for each episignature anal-

ysis, i probes with the highest product of mean methyl-

ation differences between the case and control groups

and negative of the logarithm of the p values were selected,

where i ¼ 1000;600; and 900 for the ZZ, TAZ2, and ID4 co-

horts. Next, j probes with the highest areas under the

receiver operating curve (AUROC) were retained, where

j ¼ 333;300; and 225 for the ZZ, TAZ2, and ID4 cohorts.

Finally, probes with a correlation above k, calculated

within the case and control groups separately, were

removed, where k ¼ 0:85;0:8; and 0:75 for ZZ, TAZ2, and

ID4. This procedure resulted in the selection of 146, 215,

and 104 probes for the ZZ, TAZ2, and ID4 respectively.

The values used in the three-step probe selection process

are summarized in Table S1.

To assess the robustness of the selected probe sets, hier-

archical clustering using Ward’s method on Euclidean dis-

tance and multidimensional scaling (MDS) by scaling of

the pairwise Euclidean distances between samples were

performed. The assessment of the sensitivity and reproduc-

ibility of the episignatures was conducted by iterations of

cross-validation, using all but one case sample for probe se-

lection. At each trial, after selecting the set of probes using

the aforementioned three-step process, an MDS plot was

created to assess the clustering of the excluded case relative

to the cases used for signature development in each

iteration.

Binary model construction

For the ID4 cohort, the selected set of probes was used to

construct a support vector machine (SVM), in order to

distinguish case samples from control samples more accu-

rately, using the e1071 package version 1.7.9, as described

previously.32,33 The classifier generates a methylation

variant pathogenicity (MVP) score, ranging from 0 to 1,

with higher scores indicating greater similarity to the iden-

tified episignature. The classifier was constructed by
Hu
training the MKHK-ID4 case samples against the matched

control samples as well as against 75% of other controls

and samples from 56 other neurodevelopmental disorders

(NDDs) from the previously published EpiSign v3 clinical

classifier within EKD (https://episign.lhsc.on.ca/index.

html).11 The remaining 25% of these controls and other

NDD samples were used for testing. Other study cohort

samples were also supplied into themodel to evaluate their

MVP scores.
Identification of regions of differential methylation for

MKHK

DMRcate package version 2.8.334 was used to map the

differentially methylated regions (DMRs) for each protein

region/domain. Regions were selected if containing a min-

imum of five different CpG sites within 1 kb with at least

5% mean methylation difference (with a Fisher’s multiple

comparison p value <0.01) between the case samples and

matched control samples.
Results

Phenotype

The cohort consisted of 82 individuals (46 male) with a

median age of 7 (range 0.4–48) years. All individuals had

been referred to their clinician because of intellectual

disability (ID) and/or behavioral problems. Table 1 summa-

rizes common clinical and morphological characteristics

per MKHK subtype, and Table 2 shows a more comprehen-

sive list, including less common features. Photographs of

the faces in frontal view are shown in Figure 1, and of

the faces in lateral view, the hands, and feet in Figure S1.

Table S2 lists the morphological features per subtype, and

clinical and morphological characteristics per individual

are listed in Table S3.

Common features that were seen in all MKHK subtypes

were ID (typically mild in MKHK-ZZ, moderate to severe

in MKHK-TAZ2, and mild to severe in MKHK-ID4); behav-

ioral problems including autism spectrum disorder, cere-

bral anomalies, strabismus, recurrent infections, feeding

problems in infancy/childhood, gastroesophageal reflux,

and constipation (Tables 1 and 2). Vision and/or hearing

impairments were also relatively common. Mean heights,

weights, and head circumferences at birth were smaller

than in the general population (Tables 1 and 2).

However, some features showed subtype specificity

(Tables 1, 2, and S2). Although numbers were relatively

small (n ¼ 9) for individuals with the MKHK-ZZ methyl-

ation profile, a number of subtype-specific features could

be discerned: overweight at last measurement (100%), hy-

permetropia (75%), dental anomalies (63%, mostly missing

teeth), hormonal problems (50%, including thyroid disor-

ders [n¼ 3] and growth hormone deficiency [n¼ 2] and dia-

betes mellitus, type II in one individual [Table S3]), and

hypermobility (Tables 1 and 2). Only a few individuals

had malformations, including cleft palate, congenital heart
man Genetics and Genomics Advances 5, 100287, July 18, 2024 3
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Table 1. Summary of common characteristics of individuals with a confirmed MKHKmethylation profile/episignature per MKHK subtype

MKHK-ZZ (n ¼ 9) MKHK-TAZ2 (n ¼ 14) MKHK-ID4 (n ¼ 21)

Location of variants predicted to disturb local protein structure and/or function

CBP residues
NP_004371.2

1,705–1,745 (ZZ domain) 1,772–1,840 (TAZ2 domain) 1,852–1,875 (first a helix of ID4)

p300 residues
NP_001420.2

1,668–1,708 (ZZ domain) 1,735–1,803 (TAZ2 domain) 1,810–1,833 (first a helix of ID4)

Common characteristics not subtype specific

Intellectual disability mild 63%
moderate 38%

mild 8%
moderate 31%
severe 62%

mild 16%
moderate 53%
severe 21%

Behavioral problems including ASD 8 out of 8 (100%) 8 out of 12 (67%) 11 out of 18 (61%)

Last height SDS (mean 5 SD) �1.7 5 1.2 �2.6 5 1.1 �0.6 5 1.7

Last weight-to-height SDS (mean 5 SD) þ3.5 5 0.8 þ0.7 5 1.3 �1.3 5 1.9

Last OFC SDS (mean 5 SD) �1.2 5 1.5 �2.3 5 1.4 �1.0 5 1.4

Strabismus 4 out of 8 (50%) 9 out of 14 (64%) 11 out of 18 (61%)

Recurrent infections 5 out of 9 (56%) 7 out of 13 (54%) 10 out of 18 (56%)

Feeding problems 5 out of 9 (56%) 13 out of 14 (93%) 18 out of 20 (90%)

Gastroesophageal reflux 2 out of 8 (25%) 7 out of 10 (70%) 7 out of 17 (41%)

Constipation 3 out of 8 (38%) 6 out of 11 (55%) 11 out of 18 (61%)

Additional characteristics per subtype

Clinical characteristics (present
in R25%)

overweight 100%
hypermetropia 75%
dental anomalies 63%
hormonal anomalies 50%
scoliosis 33%
hypermobility 38%

hearing impairment 45%
dental anomalies 42%
cryptorchidism 38%
muscle hypertrophy/hypertonia 31%
contractures 25%
anomalies of extremities 50%

hearing impairment 40%
cardiovascular anomaly 33%
renal anomaly 26%
cryptorchidism 33%
muscle hypertrophy/hypertonia
37%
contractures 43%
anomalies of extremities 39%

Morphological characteristics
(present in R50%)

thick eyebrows 56%
flared eyebrows 56%
ptosis/blepharophimosis 50%
high palate 86%
thin vermilion upper lip 56%
sandal gaps 50%

thick eyebrows 54%
broad nasal tip 57%

prominent forehead 75%
sparse hair 53%
upslanted palpebral fissures 71%
short palpebral fissures 71%
ptosis/blepharophimosis 71%
protruding upper part of ears 65%
short nose 52%
depressed nasal bridge 50%
depressed nasal ridge 56%
broad nasal tip 57%
anteverted nares 52%
short columella 67%
high palate 59%
long philtrum 62%

CBP, CREB-binding protein; ID4, first a helix of the fourth intrinsically disordered region; OFC, occipito-frontal circumference; p300, E1A-associated protein; SDS,
standard deviation score; TAZ2, zinc-finger TAZ-type; ZZ, zinc-finger ZZ-type. A complete list of clinical characteristics per MKHK subtype can be found in Table 2,
and a complete list of morphological characteristics in Table S2. A detailed description of clinical and morphological characteristics per individual is included in
Table S3.
anomaly, renal anomaly, and cryptorchidism. Other less

frequent features included epilepsy, kypho/scoliosis, and

hip dysplasia. Overlappingmorphological features included

thick and flared eyebrows, ptosis/blepharophimosis, high

palate, thin vermilion of the upper lip, and sandal gaps (Fig-

ures 1 and S1).

Characteristics frequently seen in individuals with the

MKHK-TAZ2 methylation profile were hearing impairment,

dental anomalies, cryptorchidism, muscle hypertrophy/hy-

pertonia, contractures, and anomalies of the extremities

(mostly clubfeet). Other malformations included cleft pal-
4 Human Genetics and Genomics Advances 5, 100287, July 18, 2024
ate, laryngeal anomaly, congenital heart anomaly, and renal

anomaly. Also epilepsy, hypothyroidism, kyphosis/scoliosis,

hip dysplasia, hypermobility, and inguinal hernias were

seen (Tables 2 and S3). Although the individuals shared

some overlapping morphological features (more than half

of the individuals had thick eyebrows and a broad nasal

tip), no easily recognizable facial phenotype could be dis-

cerned (Figure 1).

Almost half of the included individuals had a variant

within the first a helix of ID4. Certain features were rela-

tively more common compared to the other subtypes. As



Table 2. Clinical characteristics of individuals with a confirmed MKHK methylation profile/episignature per MKHK subtype

MKHK-ZZ (n ¼ 9) MKHK-TAZ2 (n ¼ 14) MKHK-ID4 (n ¼ 21)

Characteristics at birth

Sex (male/female) 6/3 (66%/33%) 8/6 (57%/43%) 5/16 (24%/76%)

Mean gestational age (weeks) 38.8 (range 34–41) 38.6 (range 34–41) 37.8 (range 30–40)

Premature birth (<37 weeks) 1 out of 9 (11%) 2 out of 14 (14%) 3 out of 21 (14%)

Weight SDS at birth (mean 5 SD) �1.2 5 0.8 �1.3 5 1.3 �1.6 5 1.0

Weight at birth <�2 SD 1 out of 9 (11%) 6 out of 14 (43%) 5 out of 21 (24%)

Length SDS at birth (mean 5 SD) �1.1 5 1.2 �1.0 5 0.7 �1.5 5 1.0

Length at birth <�2 SD 1 out of 9 (11%) 1 out of 7 (14%) 5 out of 14 (36%)

OFC SDS at birth (mean 5 SD) �1.7 5 0.9 �1.3 5 1.0 �0.1 5 2.9

OFC at birth < �2 SD 3 out of 9 (33%) 1 out of 10 (10%) 1 out of 11 (9%)

Growth parameters at last measurement

Last height SDS (mean 5 SD) �1.7 5 1.2 �2.6 5 1.1 �0.6 5 1.7

Height last <�2 SD 2 out of 9 (22%) 6 out of 14 (43%) 3 out of 18 (17%)

Last weight-to-height SDS (mean 5 SD) þ3.5 5 0.8 þ0.7 5 1.3 �1.3 5 1.9

Weight to height last <�2 SD 0 0 out of 14 3 out of 17 (18%)

Weight to height last > þ2 SD 7 out of 7 (100%) 2 out of 14 (14%) 0 out of 17

Last OFC SDS (mean 5 SD) �1.2 5 1.5 �2.3 5 1.4 �1.0 5 1.4

OFC last <�2 SD 3 out of 8 (38%) 7 out of 12 (58%) 4 out of 18 (22%)

Development and behavior

ID 8 out of 8 (100%) 13 out of 13 (100%) 18 out of 19 (95%)

Mild ID 5 out of 8 (63%) 1 out of 13 (8%) 3 out of 19 (16%)

Moderate ID 3 out of 8 (38%) 4 out of 13 (31%) 10 out of 19 (53%)

Severe ID 0 8 out of 13 (62%) 4 out of 19 (21%)

Age at first walking in years (mean 5 SD) 1.4 5 0.4 2.9 5 1.7 (not yet n ¼ 4;
1.5–5.9 years)

2.4 5 1.4 (not yet n ¼ 2;
3.8 years)

Age at first words in years (mean 5 SD) 2.3 5 1.2 2.3 5 0.6 (not yet n ¼ 9;
1.5–24 years)

3.3 5 1.7 (not yet n ¼ 5;
3.8–38 years)

Behavioral problems (including ASD) 8 out of 8 (100%) 8 out of 12 (67%) 11 out of 18 (61%)

Autism spectrum disorder/autistic behavior 4 out of 8 (50%) 4 out of 12 (33%) 7 out of 18 (39%)

Senses

Hypermetropia 6 out of 8 (75%) 3 out of 14 (21%) 4 out of 18 (22%)

Myopia 1 out of 8 (13%) 4 out of 14 (29%) 3 out of 18 (17%)

Strabismus 4 out of 8 (50%) 9 out of 14 (64%) 11 out of 18 (61%)

Other visual impairments 4 out of 9 (44%) 4 out of 14 (29%) 8 out of 20 (40%)

Hearing impairment 2 out of 9 (22%) 5 out of 11 (45%) 8 out of 20 (40%)

Neurological and endocrinal

Epilepsy 1 out of 9 (11%) 3 out of 14 (21%) 3 out of 20 (15%)

Hormonal anomalies 4 out of 8 (50%) 1 out of 11 (9%) 1 out of 17 (6%)

Ear, nose, throat

Recurrent infections 5 out of 9 (56%) 7 out of 13 (54%) 10 out of 18 (56%)

Cleft palate 1 out of 9 (11%) 1 out of 13 (8%) 1 out of 20 (5%)

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2. Continued

MKHK-ZZ (n ¼ 9) MKHK-TAZ2 (n ¼ 14) MKHK-ID4 (n ¼ 21)

Dental anomalies 5 out of 8 (63%) 5 out of 12 (42%) 3 out of 15 (20%)

Laryngeal anomaly 0 out of 7 1 out of 12 (8%) 4 out of 17 (24%)

Problems with intubation 0 out of 8 0 out of 9 2 out of 16 (13%)

Cardiovascular

Cardiovascular anomaly 2 out of 9 (22%) 2 out of 12 (17%) 7 out of 21 (33%)

Gastroenterological

Feeding problems in infancy/childhood 5 out of 9 (56%) 13 out of 14 (93%) 18 out of 20 (90%)

Gastroesophageal reflux 2 out of 8 (25%) 7 out of 10 (70%) 7 out of 17 (41%)

Constipation 3 out of 8 (38%) 6 out of 11 (55%) 11 out of 18 (61%)

Gastrointestinal anomaly 0 out of 9 0 out of 13 2 out of 18 (11%)

Renal and genitourinary

Renal anomaly 2 out of 9 (22%) 2 out of 12 (17%) 5 out of 19 (26%)

Cryptorchidism 1 out of 6 males (17%) 3 out of 8 males (38%) 2 out of 6 males (33%)

Musculoskeletal

Scoliosis 3 out of 9 (33%) 1 out of 12 (8%) 4 out of 20 (20%)

Kyphosis 1 out of 9 (11%) 1 out of 12 (8%) 2 out of 20 (10%)

Umbilical hernia 0 out of 9 0 out of 12 2 out of 19 (10%)

Inguinal hernia 0 out of 9 2 out of 12 (17%) 4 out of 19 (21%)

Hip dysplasia 2 out of 9 (22%) 2 out of 12 (17%) 3 out of 19 (16%)

Hypermobility 3 out of 8 (38%) 1 out of 11 (9%) 3 out of 17 (18%)

Muscle hypertrophy/hypertonia 1 out of 9 (11%) 4 out of 13 (31%) 7 out of 19 (37%)

Contractures 0 out of 9 3 out of 12 (25%) 9 out of 21 (43%)

Anomalies of the extremities 1 out of 9 (11%) 7 out of 14 (50%) 7 out of 18 (39%)

ASD, autism spectrum disorder; ID, intellectual disability; OFC, occipito-frontal circumference; SDS, standard deviation score. A more detailed description of clin-
ical characteristics in each of the individuals is included in Table S3.
in MKHK-TAZ2, hearing impairment, cryptorchidism,

muscle hypertrophy/hypertonia, contractures, and anom-

alies of the extremities (mostly clubfeet) were relatively

frequently seen. Apart from these, cardiovascular and

renal anomalies were also seen in more than a quarter

of the individuals. Other malformations included cleft

palate, laryngeal anomaly, and gastrointestinal malforma-

tions (esophageal segment stenosis n ¼ 1, malrotation and

rectovaginal fistula n ¼ 1). A range of other characteristics

were less often seen (epilepsy, inguinal and abdominal

hernia, kyphosis/scoliosis, joint hypermobility, hip

dysplasia, and growth hormone deficiency; Tables 2 and

S3). Notably, problems with intubation were reported

twice. The individuals with the MKHK-ID4 subtype had

a recognizable phenotype consisting of several features

that are seen in more than half of the individuals,

including a prominent forehead, short and upslanted

palpebral fissures, ptosis/blepharophimosis, protruding

upper part of the ears, depressed nasal bridge and ridge,

short nose, broad nasal tip, short columella, anteverted

nares, and long philtrum (Tables 1 and S2). Individuals
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with the recurrent variant c.5602C>T, p.(Arg1868Trp)

(n ¼ 14) presented with severe ID more frequently

compared to the other individuals with MKHK-ID4

(Table S3).

Genotype

In all individuals for whom no clinical diagnosis was sug-

gested, molecular analysis had been performed either by

using a panel targeted for genes known to be mutated in

individuals with ID or by untargeted exome or genome

sequencing. Directed Sanger sequencing of CREBBP had

been performed because of the suspicion of a mild form

of RSTS in individual C.T.10, because of clinical suspicion

of MKHK in C.I.22 and C.I.33, and because of an affected

parent in C.T.22. The sequencing method for individual

C.I.14 was unknown. Seventy-one individuals had a

variant in CREBBP, and 11 individuals had variants in

EP300. Thirteen had a variant in the ZZ domain, two indi-

viduals had variants between the ZZ and TAZ2 domains, 27

individuals in the TAZ2 domain, one individual in be-

tween TAZ2 and ID4, and 39 individuals in ID4 (Figure 2).



A
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Figure 1. Facial morphology of the presently described individuals with a variant in the MKHK region of CREBBP and EP300
Facial features of individuals with a variant in (A) the ZZ domain, (B) TAZ2-domain, (C) ID4, and (D) in between the ZZ and TAZ2-domain
(C.ZT.1 en C.ZT.2) and in between TAZ2 and ID4 (C.TI.29). Study numbers are depicted within each photograph reflecting the affected
gene (C or E representing CREBBP and EP300) and domain (Z, T, I, ZT, and TI representing ZZ, TAZ2, ID4, the region between ZZ and
TAZ2, and the region between TAZ2 and ID4, respectively) followed by a unique number. Study numbers of individuals with a confirmed
MKHK episignature or methylation profile are displayed in bold, and those of individuals who were tested but in whom noMKHK epis-
ignature or methylation profile was found are in italics. Photographs of the lateral facial characteristics and of the hands and feet are
shown in Figure S1. Detailed description of facial and distal limb morphology of all individuals can be found in Table S3.
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ZZ domain TAZ2 domain ID4

EP300

ZZ domain TAZ2 domain ID4 

CREBBP

Figure 2. Schematic overview of the predicted amino acid changes within the MKHK region of CBP (NP_004371.2) and p300
(NP_001420.2)
ZZ, zinc-finger ZZ-type (CBP residues 1,705–1,745; p300 1,668–1,708); TAZ2, zinc-finger TAZ-type (CBP 1,772–1,840; p300 1,735–1,803);
ID4, first a helix of the fourth intrinsically disordered region (CBP residues 1,852–1,875, p300 1,810–1,833). Yellow shaded residues in
TAZ2 as defined in NCBI reference. Note that three variants are located outside these domains/region (two in between ZZ and TAZ2 and
one in between TAZ2 and ID4). Green box represents confirmed methylation profile or episignature (in ID4). Red box, no methylation
profile or episignature; blue, no result available. The ID4 episignature was also found in the two individuals with a variant in between ZZ
and TAZ2 (C.ZT.1 and moderately in C.ZT.2).
The variants, predicted protein changes, variant inheri-

tance, episignature/methylation profile results, and

ACMG criteria are shown in Table 3. This table is extended

with in silico prediction scores in Table S4.

AlphaFold protein structures of CBP/p300 are shown

in Figure 3, with variants mostly clustering around zin-

c-ion-binding residues in the ZZ and TAZ2 domains, and

around residues in ID4 that form hydrogen bonds with

the HAT domain.

DNA methylation analysis

DNA for methylation analysis was available for 54 individ-

uals (27males), ofwhom10had a variant in the ZZ domain,

20 in the TAZ2 domain, and 21 in ID4. The remaining three

individuals had a variant located between ZZ and TAZ2 (n¼
2) and between TAZ2 and ID4 (n ¼ 1).

For the ID4 region inCBP/p300, ahighly sensitive andspe-

cific episignature was refined (21 out of 21 individuals).

While a milder methylation profile was detected for the ZZ

(found in nine out of 10 tested individuals) and TAZ2 (in

14 out of 20) domains, these profiles did not meet the strin-

gent criteria of an episignature clinical biomarker at this

time. In all individuals who were tested but did not show

anyof theMKHKmethylationprofiles,noRSTSepisignature,

nor any of the other known episignatures, was found (data

not shown). Domain-specific methylation profiles were dis-

cerned for the ZZ domain in CBP/p300 and TAZ2 domain

in CBP, while a domain-specific diagnostic episignature was

refined for the ID4 domain in CBP/p300 (in 21 out of 21).
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The ZZ domain-associated methylation profile

Ten samples from individualswithvariants in theZZdomain

of CBP/p300were used for the analysis. One of them (C.Z.8)

didnotpresent amethylationprofile similar to the rest of the

cohort, and, hence, was excluded from the discovery cohort

and included inthe testingcohort. Fifty-fourcontrol samples

were selected and matched to the nine ZZ samples by age,

sex, and array type. The 146 selected probes were used to

perform hierarchical clustering and MDS models

(Figures 4A and 4B). These plots indicated that the selected

set of probes were robust in differentiating between the

case and control groups. Nine rounds of cross-validation

were performed, using eight ZZ samples (leaving one out)

and the 54 matched controls for probe selection at each

round. An MDS model was then performed for all trials. In

three out of nine rounds, the testing sample clustered with

control samples and, in twoother rounds, the testing sample

fell between case and control groups (Figure 4C). This indi-

cated that the identified probe set, while demonstrating

mild subtype-specific methylation differences, is currently

notyet sufficiently reproducible tomeet the stringentcriteria

of a sensitive diagnostic episignature with the current data-

set. The termmild methylation profile thus refers to not be-

ing robust enough to use as a diagnostic tool, which we

expect to be the case once more samples will be included.

The TAZ2 domain-associated methylation profile

There were 20 individuals with variants in the TAZ2

domain for whom samples were available. To map the



Table 3. Genotypes, methylation profiles/episignatures, and ACMG criteria for the variants in CREBBP (GenBank: NM_004380.2) or EP300
(GenBank: NM_001429.3)

Gene Domain DNA variant
Predicted protein
change Inheritance Episignature

ACMG before DNA
methylation

ACMG after DNA
methylation

C.Z.1 CREBBP ZZ c.5128T>C p.(Cys1710Arg) de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

C.Z.2 CREBBP ZZ c.5128T>A p.(Cys1710Ser) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.Z.3 CREBBP ZZ c.5128T>C p.(Cys1710Arg) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.Z.4 CREBBP ZZ c.5129G>A p.(Cys1710Tyr) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.Z.5 CREBBP ZZ c.5155C>G p.(His1719Asp) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.Z.6 CREBBP ZZ c.5170G>A p.(Glu1724Lys) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.Z.7 CREBBP ZZ c.5186G>A p.(Cys1729Tyr) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.Z.8 CREBBP ZZ c.5210G>A p.(Ser1737Asn) unknown None VUS –

C.Z.9 CREBBP ZZ c.5212C>A p.(His1738Asn) unknown N/A VUS –

C.Z.10 CREBBP ZZ c.5219A>G p.(His1740Arg) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

E.Z.3 EP300 ZZ c.5009G>A p.(Cys1670Tyr) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

E.Z.1 EP300 ZZ c.5074T>C p.(Cys1692Arg) de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

E.Z.2 EP300 ZZ c.5074T>G p.(Cys1692Gly) de novo MKHK_ZZ likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.ZT.1 CREBBP In between ZZ
and TAZ2

c.5237G>T p.(Gly1746Val) de novo MKHK_ID4 VUS likely pathogenic

C.ZT.2 CREBBP In between ZZ
and TAZ2

c.5240T>G p.(Leu1747Arg) de novo Moderate
MKHK_ID4

VUS likely pathogenic

C.T.1 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5323T>C p.(Cys1775Arg) maternally
inherited

None likely pathogenic –

C.T.2 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5323T>C p.(Cys1775Arg) de novo None likely pathogenic –

C.T.3 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5336T>C p.(Leu1779Pro) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.4 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5345C>T p.(Ala1782Val) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.5 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5345C>T p.(Ala1782Val) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.6 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5354G>A p.(Cys1785Tyr) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.8 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5357G>A p.(Arg1786His) de novo None likely pathogenic –

C.T.9 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5357G>A p.(Arg1786His) de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

C.T.7a CREBBP TAZ2 c.5357G>C p.(Arg1786Pro) de novo None likely pathogenic –

C.T.10 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5357G>C p.(Arg1786Pro) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.11 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5362G>A p.(Ala1788Thr) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.T.12b CREBBP TAZ2 c.5362G>A p.(Ala1788Thr) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.13b CREBBP TAZ2 c.5362G>A p.(Ala1788Thr) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.14 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5366A>C p.(Asn1789Thr) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.15 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5367C>G p.(Asn1789Lys) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.16 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5456G>A p.(Cys1819Tyr) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.17 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5456G>T p.(Cys1819Phe) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.18 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5462A>G p.(Gln1821Arg) de novo None likely pathogenic –

C.T.19 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5478C>G p.(Cys1826Trp) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.30 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5482_5484del p.(Tyr1828del) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.20 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5485C>G p.(His1829Asp) de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

C.T.21 CREBBP TAZ2 c.5513G>A p.(Cys1838Tyr) de novo MKHK_TAZ2 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.T.22b CREBBP TAZ2 c.5518G>A p.(Val1840Met) paternally
inherited

N/A VUS –

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3. Continued

Gene Domain DNA variant
Predicted protein
change Inheritance Episignature

ACMG before DNA
methylation

ACMG after DNA
methylation

C.T.23b CREBBP TAZ2 c.5518G>A p.(Val1840Met) unknown N/A VUS –

C.T.24b CREBBP TAZ2 c.5518G>A p.(Val1840Met) paternally
inherited

N/A VUS –

C.T.25a CREBBP TAZ2 c.5518_5544del p.(Val1840_His1848del) de novo None likely pathogenic –

E.T.1 EP300 TAZ2 c.5245C>T p.(Arg1749Trp) de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

C.TI.29a CREBBP in between
TAZ2 and ID4

c.5552G>A p.(Arg1851His) de novo none VUS –

C.I.3b CREBBP ID4 c.5555_5575del p.(Gln1852_Arg1858del) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.4b CREBBP ID4 c.5555_5575del p.(Gln1852_Arg1858del) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.5b CREBBP ID4 c.5555_5575del p.(Gln1852_Arg1858del) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.6 CREBBP ID4 c.5561A>C p.(Gln1854Pro) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.7 CREBBP ID4 c.5563_5583dup p.(Ile1855_
Gln1861dup)

de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.8 CREBBP ID4 c.5576T>C p.(Leu1859Pro) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.9 CREBBP ID4 c.5595_5597del p.(Met1865_
Arg1866delinsIle)

de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

C.I.10 CREBBP ID4 c.5599C>T p.(Arg1867Trp) de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

C.I.11 CREBBP ID4 c.5600G>A p.(Arg1867Gln) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.12a CREBBP ID4 c.5600G>A p.(Arg1867Gln) de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

C.I.13a CREBBP ID4 c.5600G>A p.(Arg1867Gln) unknown N/A likely pathogenic –

C.I.14 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.15 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.16 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.17 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.18 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.19 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.20 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.21 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.22 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) unknown N/A pathogenic –

C.I.23 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.24 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.25 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.26 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.34 CREBBP ID4 c.5602C>T p.(Arg1868Trp) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.27 CREBBP ID4 c.5603G>A p.(Arg1868Gln) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.28 CREBBP ID4 c.5603G>A p.(Arg1868Gln) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.29 CREBBP ID4 c.5608G>C p.(Ala1870Pro) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.30 CREBBP ID4 c.5614A>G p.(Met1872Val) de novo MKHK_ID4 pathogenic pathogenic

C.I.31 CREBBP ID4 c.5614A>G p.(Met1872Val) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.32 CREBBP ID4 c.5614A>G p.(Met1872Val) de novo N/A pathogenic –

C.I.33 CREBBP ID4 c.5615T>G p.(Met1872Arg) de novo N/A likely pathogenic –

E.I.1 EP300 ID4 c.5471A>C p.(Gln1824Pro) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

(Continued on next page)
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Table 3. Continued

Gene Domain DNA variant
Predicted protein
change Inheritance Episignature

ACMG before DNA
methylation

ACMG after DNA
methylation

E.I.2 EP300 ID4 c.5483T>C p.(Leu1828Pro) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

E.I.3 EP300 ID4 c.5486G>C p.(Arg1829Pro) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

E.I.5 EP300 ID4 c.5492_5494del p.(Arg1831del) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

E.I.4 EP300 ID4 c.5492_
5495delinsTGGC

p.(Arg1831_
Met1832delinsMetAla)

unknown MKHK_ID4 VUS likely pathogenic

E.I.6 EP300 ID4 c.5492G>C p.(Arg1831Thr) de novo MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

E.I.7 EP300 ID4 c.5492G>C p.(Arg1831Thr) unknown MKHK_ID4 likely pathogenic pathogenic

N/A, not applicable; VUS, variant of uncertain significance.
aAdditional variants were found in the following individuals: C.T.7, CREBBP (NM_004380.2): c.7105C>A, p.(Pro2369Thr), de novo, VUS; C.T.25, GRCh37:
del10q21.3 65.73-66.26 Mb (containing no genes), maternally inherited, VUS; C.TI.29, MED12 (NM_005120.3), p.(Gly2141Glu), maternally inherited, VUS;
C.I.12, GRCh 37: del6p12.3 392 kb (including RUNX2), de novo, pathogenic; and C.I.13, GRCh 37: dup9q34.3 (140,722,407-141,020,389)x3 (including CAC-
NA1B & EHMT1), inheritance unknown, VUS.
bC.T.12 and C.T.13 are siblings; C.T.22 and C.T.24 are siblings and children of C.T.23, who is their father; C.I.3, C.I.4, and C.I.5 are siblings.
methylation profile of the TAZ2 samples, 60 controls were

selected by matching to the 20 case samples by sex, age,

and array type to define the 215 episignature probes. Hier-

archical clustering and MDS demonstrated a mild methyl-

ation difference between the TAZ2 and matched control

individuals using the selected set of probes (Figures 5A

and 5B). The sensitivity of the methylation was assessed

by 20 iterations of leave-one-out cross-validation, using

19 out of 20 TAZ2 samples for probe selection at each

round. In six out of 20 rounds, the testing sample clustered

with control samples and in five out of 20 rounds the

testing sample fell between the case and control samples

(Figure 5C). Therefore, while showing overall a mild

methylation profile, the selected set of probes did not

demonstrate sufficient sensitivity to meet the criteria for

a diagnostic episignature classifier at this time. As in

MKHK-ZZ, the methylation profile was currently not

robust enough to use as a diagnostic tool, which we expect

to be the case once more samples are included.
The first a helix of ID4-associated episignature

In this study, the existing MKHK-ID4 episignature was

refined by including eight additional samples. Sixty-three

control samples were matched to the 21 previously and

presently published individuals by age, sex, and array

type and 104 episignature probes were selected. To assess

the robustness of the selected probes in differentiating be-

tween the case and control groups, those probes were used

to perform hierarchical clustering and MDS models

(Figures 6A and 6B). The sensitivity and reproducibility

of the episignature was verified by performing 21 iterations

of cross-validation, leaving one ID4 case sample out at each

trial, selecting the probes using the remaining 20 ID4 case

samples and the 63 matched controls, and performing

MDS using the selected set of probes to examine whether

the case sample that was not used for probe selection

would cluster with the remaining ID4 case samples. In all

rounds, the testing sample clustered with the training
Hum
case samples, and outside of the control cluster and the

MKHK-ZZ and MKHK-TAZ2 group, demonstrating evi-

dence of a robust episignature classifier (Figure 6C).

Using the selected probes for the ID4 episignature, an

SVM classifier was constructed. Other MKHK samples

were also supplied to the classifier and only individuals

C.ZT.1 and C.ZT.2 received high MVP scores, indicating

that the methylation profiles were highly similar to the

ID4 episignature (Figure 6D).
Detection of the DMRs

For individualswithvariants ineachproteindomain/region,

theexistenceofDMRswas investigated.The selectioncriteria

for DMRswere to contain at least fiveCpGswithin 1 kbwith

aminimummeanmethylationdifferenceof5%between the

caseandcontrol groups, andaFisher’smultiplecomparisonp

value below 0.01. For individuals with variants in the ID4 re-

gion,74DMRsweredetected (TableS5),while thosewithvar-

iants in the ZZ and TAZ2 domains did not demonstrate any

DMRs. Relevance of these DMRs for disease pathology will

be investigated in a follow-up study by our group.
Discussion

By evaluating a cohort of 81 individuals with variants

within the MKHK region of EP300 or CREBBP, this study

showed that MKHK consists of at least three subtypes:

MKHK-ZZ, MKHK-TAZ2, and MKHK-ID4. Most variants

clustered around the zinc-ion-binding residues in the ZZ

and TAZ2 domains and within the first a helix of ID4 of

CBP and p300. By evaluating morphological and physical

characteristics, three phenotypes were discerned, corre-

sponding to each of these domains/regions. These findings

were further substantiated by the discovery of domain-spe-

cific (currently mild, yet distinct) methylation profiles for

MKHK-ZZ and MKHK-TAZ2, as well as by the refinement

of the previously described MKHK-ID4 episignature.

Although OMIM currently categorizes MKHK into type 1
an Genetics and Genomics Advances 5, 100287, July 18, 2024 11
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Figure 3. 3D predicted protein structures of CBP (NP_004371.2) and p300 (NP_001420.2)
(A) 3D predicted protein structure of CBP, including HAT domain (1,342–1,649, in purple), ZZ domain (1,705–1,745, in red), TAZ2-
domain (1,772–1,840, in blue) and first a helix of ID4 (1,852–1,875, in yellow). Gray structures not part of functional domain according
to NCBI consensus (CDD:239077 and CDD:426615). Cyan spheres represent residue variants, duplications and deletions not included.
Orange spheres represent zinc ions.
(B) 3D predicted protein structure of p300, including HAT domain (1,306–1,612), ZZ domain (1,668–1,708), TAZ2-domain (1,735–
1,803), and first a helix of ID4 (1,810–1,833).
(C) ID4 to HAT domain relation in CBP. Red arrows indicate hydrogen bonds (in red) between ID4 and HAT residues: (ID4 þ HAT)
Arg1857 þ Glu1370, Asn1873 þ Glu1551. Golden arrow indicates hydrogen bond Arg1868 þ Asp1665.
(OMIM: 618332) and 2 (OMIM: 618333) based on variants

in CREBBP and EP300, respectively, these results suggest

that a domain-specific (MKHK-ZZ, MKHK-TAZ2, MKHK-

ID4) rather than gene-specific (MKHK1, MKHK2) subtypes

could be discerned.

CBP and p300 are central in the regulation of transcrip-

tional networks,35 interacting with hundreds of transcrip-

tion factors and proteins.36 This ability originates partly

from the presence of long, intrinsically disordered regions,

such as ID4, between multiple CBP/P300 interaction do-

mains.35 Most presently reported protein alterations in

CBP and p300 clustered around the zinc-ion-binding resi-
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dues in the ZZ and TAZ2 domains, andwithin the first a he-

lix of ID4. The ZZ and TAZ2 domains contain cysteine res-

idues, which mediate zinc-ion coordination to stabilize

helical folding and mediate interactions with numerous

transcriptional regulatory proteins.8,9 Variants in these do-

mains were thus hypothesized to affect the coordinating

properties of the two zinc-finger domains of CBP/p300

by affecting their proper folding.6 The ID4 region has

also been suggested to play a role in regulating protein

function.10 In 2018, it was hypothesized that variants in

the MKHK-ID4 region, unlike the loss-of-function variants

in RSTS, may result in a gain of function of CBP/p300
4
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Figure 4. Assessment of the strength of the identified MKHK-ZZ methylation profile and cross-validation
Using the selected set of probes, unsupervised and supervisedmodels were applied in order to verify the robustness, sensitivity, and spec-
ificity of the selected probes in distinguishing ZZ samples from matched control samples.
(A) Hierarchical clustering, where rows represent probes and columns represent samples. The heatmap color scale demonstrates the
methylation levels from blue (no methylation) to red (full methylation). On the heatmap pane, red represents ZZ case samples and
blue represents control individuals.
(B) MDS, where red and blue circles depict case and control samples, respectively. Plots A and B demonstrate clear separation of the case
and control groups.
(C) In order to inspect the sensitivity of the identified ZZ methylation profile, rounds of leave-one-out cross-validation were performed,
using all but one ZZ case sample for probe selection at each trial. In each MDS plot, the blue circles represent the matched control sam-
ples, red circles indicate ZZ case samples that were used for probe selection, and the black circle depicts the ZZ case sample that was left
out from the probe selection process. It was observed that three ZZ samples clustered with control samples when used for testing (C.Z.6,
E.Z.3, and E.Z.2) and two samples fell between case and control groups (C.Z.10 and C.Z.3), demonstrating that the selected set of probes
are not sensitive enough to classify all ZZ samples correctly. Blue circles represent training samples, while gray circles depict testing
samples.
proteins, since 3D facial imaging demonstrated resem-

blance to individuals with a duplication of 16p13.3 (the re-

gion that includes CREBBP),6 and both having opposite

facial features of RSTS. The findings of two recent studies

on the ZZ/TAZ2/ID4 region of CBP/p300 have further sub-

stantiated this hypothesis. Sheahan et al.37 concluded that

deletion of this region is not associated with a loss of enzy-

matic activity but rather with modulation of CBP substrate

specificity, leading to non-specific acetylation of various

proteins by CBP and a potential gain of function. Ibrahim
Hum
et al.38 proposed that the first a helix of ID4 (in addition to

the TAZ2 domain) of p300 plays a role in allosteric HAT

regulation by displacement of the TAZ2 domain from its

auto-inhibitory position, resulting in HAT activation, also

indicating a possible gain of function. Our AlphaFold fig-

ures of CBP and p300 predict a close spatial proximity be-

tween the ID4 helix and HAT domain, as well as multiple

hydrogen bonds between residues from each domain/re-

gion. We therefore hypothesize that the effect found in

the aforementioned studies can be attributed to ID4/HAT
an Genetics and Genomics Advances 5, 100287, July 18, 2024 13
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Figure 5. Assessment of the strength of the identified MKHK-TAZ2 methylation profile and cross-validation
(A) Hierarchical clustering, with red representing TAZ2 case samples and blue depicting matched control samples in the heatmap panel.
(B) MDS, where red and blue circles represent case and control samples, respectively. A mild difference is observed between the methyl-
ation patterns of the case and control groups in both plots (A and B).
(C) Cross-validation results for the TAZ2 episignature. In six iterations, the TAZ2 sample that was not used for probe selection, indicated
with black, clustered with control individuals, demonstrated by blue circles (C.T.18, C.T.1, C.T.8, C.T.2, C.T.7, and C.T.25) and, in five
rounds, the testing TAZ2 sample clustered between the training TAZ2 samples, red circles, and the control individuals (C.T.13, C.T.10,
C.T.5, C.T.12, C.T.4), indicating that the selected probes are not sensitive enough to classify all TAZ2 samples correctly.
interaction. Variants in the ID4 helix seem to cluster

around the residues that form hydrogen bonds with the

HAT domain, indicating ID4/HAT interaction may indeed

play an important role in MKHK-ID4 pathophysiology.

Additionally, a recent study performed by our group39

showed that the MKHK-ID4 episignature exhibits mean
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global DNA hypermethylation, contrary to the RSTS1 and

RSTS2episignatures.Using the samemethods,39preliminary

evidence shows that the MKHK-ZZ and TAZ2 methylation

profiles exhibitedmeanhypomethylation (datanot shown).

Functional studies are currently ongoing in our laboratory.

These focus on functional impact of the presently reported
4
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Figure 6. Assessment of the strength of the identified MKHK-ID4 episignature, cross-validation, and MVP scores
(A) Hierarchical clustering, with red representing ID4 case samples and blue depicting matched control samples in the heatmap panel.
(B) MDS, where red and blue circles represent case and control samples, respectively. Clear separation of the ID4 case samples and control
samples is observed in plots A and B.
(C) Rounds of leave-one-out cross-validation were performed, using all but one ID4 case sample for probe selection at each trial. It was
observed that, at all iterations, the black circle (ID4 sample not used for probe selection) clustered with the red ones (ID4 samples used for
probe selection) and far from the blue circles (control individuals), demonstrating the sensitivity of the episignature.
(D) MVP scores created by the SVM constructed using the ID4 selected probes. All the ID4 case samples have received MVP scores near 1
and all the control samples and case samples from other disorders have received scores near 0, indicating full specificity of the model. All
the other MKHK samples, other than individuals C.ZT.1 and C.ZT.2 (demonstrated by green and orange circle, respectively), have
received low MVP scores. Blue circles represent training samples, while gray circles depict testing samples.
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variants in ZZ, TAZ2, and ID4 that are needed to confirmour

hypothesis that variants in ID4 result in a gain of function.

To delineate theMKHK subtypes inmore detail, the char-

acteristics of the individuals exhibiting specific MKHK

methylation profiles (MKHK-ZZ, MKHK-TAZ2, MKHK-

ID4) were analyzed for each subgroup (Tables 1, 2, and S3).

Although some features were common across all subtypes

(e.g., ID, behavioral problems, strabismus, recurrent infec-

tions, feeding problems in infancy/childhood, gastroesoph-

ageal reflux, and constipation), some features showed some-

what more subtype specificity (Tables 1, 2, and S2).

Although numbers were relatively small (n ¼ 9) for individ-

uals with the MKHK-ZZ methylation profile, this subtype

was most notably marked by overweight at last measure-

ment in all individuals, hypermetropia, dental anomalies

(mostly missing teeth), and hormonal problems. Overlap-

ping morphological features seen in about half of the indi-

viduals were thick and flared eyebrows, ptosis/blepharophi-

mosis, high palate, thin vermilion of the upper lip, and

sandal gaps (Figures 1 and S1). Individual C.Z.8 with variant

p.(Ser1737Asn) who showed an atypical phenotype (e.g., an

apparent flat face and a normal weight), did not show the

MKHK_ZZ methylation profile. After reevaluating the con-

servation and in silico pathogenicity predictions for her

variant (Table S4) in addition to the negative result of

methylation analysis, this variant was classified as a variant

of unknown significance (VUS) and unlikely to be patho-

genic. Remarkable characteristics seen in individuals with

the MKHK-TAZ2 methylation profile included muscle hy-

pertrophy/hypertonia, contractures, and anomalies of ex-

tremities (mostly clubfeet). Although the individuals shared

some overlapping morphological features (more than half

of the individuals had thick eyebrows and a broad nasal

tip), no easily recognizable facial phenotype could be dis-

cerned (Figure 1, Table S2).

In methylation analysis, six of the 20 tested individuals

with a likely pathogenic or pathogenic variant within the

TAZ2 domain clustered with control samples (C.T.1,

C.T.2, C.T.7, C.T.8, C.T.18, and C.T.25) and five additional

TAZ2 samples (C.T.4, C.T.5, C.T.10, C.T.12, and C.T.13)

clustered between case and control groups in the leave-

one-out cross-validation. Possible explanations for these

individuals not (fully) showing the MKHK-TAZ2 methyl-

ation profile may be that (1) a variant had a less severe ef-

fect, e.g., p.(Arg1786His) in C.T.8 not showing the MKHK-

TAZ2 methylation profile, in contrast to individual C.T.10

with variant p.(Arg1786Pro), possibly due to the effect of a

change to histidine being milder than to proline40; (2) if

case numbers increase, another methylation profile,

implying another MKHK subtype, may be discerned for in-

dividuals with variants within a specific region (e.g., C.T.1

and C.T.2 with p.(Cys1775Arg) located at the end of the

N-terminal region of TAZ2, and C.T.25 with a variant

located at the C-terminal end of TAZ2); (3) an additional

VUS, pathogenic variant, or even a polymorphism may

have influenced the methylation pattern (e.g., in C.T.7

an additional VUS in CREBBP was found, p.(Pro2369Thr).
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Almost half of the included individuals had a variant

within the first a helix of ID4. Remarkable characteristics

seen in individuals with MKHK-ID4 included muscle

hypertrophy/hypertonia, contractures, and anomalies of ex-

tremities (mostly clubfeet), like those seen in MKHK-TAZ2.

Cardiovascular and renal anomalies were seen slightly more

than in both other subtypes (Tables 2 and S3). Fourteen indi-

viduals with the recurrent variant c.5602C>T,

p.(Arg1868Trp) presented with severe ID more frequently

compared to the other individuals with MKHK-ID4

(Table S3). The individuals with the MKHK-ID4 subtype

had a recognizable phenotype consisting of a prominent

forehead, short and upslanted palpebral fissures, ptosis/ble-

pharophimosis, protruding upper part of the ears, depressed

nasal bridge and ridge, short nose, broadnasal tip, short colu-

mella, antevertednares, and longphiltrum(Figures1andS1).

Four individuals with a variant in ID4 were previously

reported by Sima et al.14 (the recurring variant p.

(Arg1868Trp)) and Nishi et al.41 (p.(His1857_Gln1863del)

and twice p.(Met1872Val)). These individuals all resembled

the ID4 phenotype described here. Of note, individuals

C.I.3, C.I.4, and C.I.5 were siblings, who shared the deletion

p.(Gln1852_Arg1858del). The variants were reported de

novo, with paternity having been confirmed, suggesting

the occurrence of germline mosaicism in MKHK-ID4.

The MKHK-ID4 episignature was found in all 21 tested

individuals with a variant in the ID4 domain, but, surpris-

ingly, also in C.ZT.1 and (although moderately) in C.ZT.2,

who both had a variant in between the ZZ and TAZ2 do-

mains. Consistent with these finding, they both showed

features comparable to the MKHK-ID4 group (Figure 1).

We hypothesize that variants in this specific area

may affect the same functions as variants within ID4.

AlphaFold models did not show proximity of these vari-

ants to the ID4 helix (Figure 3). Further studies are needed

to elucidate the underlying mechanisms involved.

We previously claimed that the borders of the MKHK re-

gion were located at the N-terminal region of CBP (Gen-

Bank: NM_004380.2 and NP_004371.2) between bp

5,094 and 5,128 (residues 1,698–1,710) and at the C-termi-

nal region between bp 5,614 and 5,641 (residues 1,872–

1,881).6 Based on our current findings, we suggest that

the borders are closely consistent with the region that

spans the ZZ and TAZ2 domains and the first a helix of

ID4 (residues 1,705–1,875 for CBP, NP_004371.2, and

1,668–1,833 for p300, NP_001420.2) which is supported

by the episignature results in our study showing MKHK

methylation profiles for individuals with variants between

residue 1,710 and 1,872 in CBP. However, we found three

different methylation profiles within this area and one

could argue that in fact (at least) three separate syndromes

are found, rather than three subtypes of MKHK. As

many individuals already received the diagnosis of

MKHK, and Menke-Hennekam syndrome has previously

been identified as an umbrella term for various disorders,7

it may be more accurate to identify the individuals as

having MKHK-ZZ-, MKHK-TAZ2-, and MKHK-ID4-related
4



syndromes. We cannot, however, rule out that other sub-

categories will be needed, in case future individuals show

that there are separate entities, even within these do-

mains/regions. The individuals with variants between ZZ

and TAZ2 and phenotypes and episignatures fitting

MKHK-ID4 demonstrate the complex functions and 3D

structure of CBP/p300. We also cannot exclude that pa-

tients with MKHK methylation profiles and phenotypes

will be found outside the borders of MKHK in the future

when more individuals are studied. Nishi et al. reported

on three individuals with frameshift variants in or near

the nuclear receptor coactivator (NR) region at the C-termi-

nal end of CREBBP.41 As they did not show all the typical

features of RSTS, the authors suggested the diagnosis of

MKHK and that MKHK could possibly also be caused by

variants beyond the first a helix of ID4. However, we think

that the individuals had RSTS, based on their phenotypes

and genotypes, with frameshift variants typically resulting

in loss of function and thus RSTS. Additionally, variants in

and near the NR region of CREBBP had previously been

found to cause RSTS.6 In a case report from 2021, Wang

et al.13 reported on a young girl with a variant in the

HAT domain of CREBBP (p.(Phe1633del)) whose features

partially overlapped those of MKHK-ID4. We recently re-

viewed data of a girl with a similar phenotype and the

same missense mutation, with neither an RSTS episigna-

ture nor a clear MKHK episignature or methylation profile.

However, increased numbers are needed to further eluci-

date whether this, and maybe variants elsewhere, may

give rise to (additional subtypes of) MKHK. In ambiguous

cases such as the ones described above, episignatures for

RSTS andMKHK-ID411 will offer a valuable tool in differen-

tiating between MKHK-ID4 and RSTS syndromes. Also, in

case of VUSs within the MKHK-ID4 region, episignatures

offer a functional assay to help reclassify ambiguous ge-

netic findings.11 While we present evidence of a milder

methylation profile for the ZZ and TAZ2 domains, further

work, including the expansion of each cohort, is required

to refine the classifier to meet the performance and repro-

ducibility of an episignature biomarker.

This study demonstrates that MKHK consists of at least

three subtypes (MKHK-ZZ, MKHK-TAZ2, and MKHK-ID4),

based on distinct phenotypes and domain-specific methyl-

ation profiles. DNAmethylation episignatures enable strat-

ification of molecular pathophysiologic entities within a

gene or across a family of paralogous genes.
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